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The Anunnaki of Nibiru 2013-08-04
zeus and his son apollo are reigning in the new world
order how are obama and the pope involved this book
will shake the foundations of your belief system the
nwo is tearing down sovereign nations and establishing
a universal governing council right before our very
eyes will the enkiites thwart enlil s nwo p 4 of cover

Unraveling the Bible 2023-02
this is the true story of the nefilim from planet
nibiru the story shares with all why the nefilim came
to earth to get the gold and why they had the need to
create a new physical earth species called mankind when
the nefilim got the gold they needed before departing
earth the nefilim created our civilization about six
thousand earth years ago instilling the rules and
regulations of nibiru s society those rules and
regulations still govern our world religions and
governments today

Anunnaki to AI: The Hidden History of
Mankind 2014-03-21
an in depth study of humanity s anunnaki origins and
the anunnaki battle for an intelligent versus enslaved
humanity explains the genetic engineering of humanity
by an anunnaki scientist ninmah shows how the concepts
of sin and the inferiority of women arose from enlil s
will to keep humanity underdeveloped clashing with enki
s and ninmah s plan to make us equal in intelligence
reveals how humanity s long history of conflict was
shaped by the battle between enki and his brother enlil
further developing the revolutionary work of zecharia
sitchin chris hardy shows that the gods of ancient myth



visitors from the planet nibiru created us using their
own divine dna first through dna extraction from their
own ribs marrow and later by direct relations with
early human females drawing upon multiple sacred texts
hardy details the genetic engineering of humanity by
anunnaki scientist ninmah with the help of enki and
hermes she reveals how ninmah s first female human
creation tiamat eve contained more alien dna than the
earlier male one adamu and how the biblical noah
represents the perfection of her work examining the war
between anunnaki brothers enki and enlil hardy reveals
how the concepts of sin and the inferiority of women
were born out of enlil s attempts to enslave and then
wipe out humanity repeatedly thwarted by enki and
ninmah the author further explains how the sacred
sexuality taught to humans still seen in tantric
practice became suppressed millennia later by the
patriarchal concept of original sin and how innocent
eve took the blame for the expulsion from eden and fall
from grace showing that the god who created us was not
the same god who expelled us from eden hardy explains
that there will be no apocalypse because the good evil
duality has never truly existed it has been only enemy
gods fighting and implicating humanity in the wake of
their own competition for power with a full
psychological understanding of how the ancient gods
have shaped humanity s ongoing history of conflict we
can move beyond the framework of my good versus your
evil imposed by enlil and begin to steer our own
planetary destiny

DNA of the Gods 2011-11-29
the anunnaki is a legendary race that appears in the
oldest documents of mankind based on years of research
breshears gives an exact year for the cataclysmic
return of their orbiting planet



Anunnaki Homeworld 2012-07-11
the theme was inspired by reality and perceived reality
as well as the events i went through and experienced
the heroine of the book is ren an eastern european
woman in her thirties who lives alone with her daughter
she has been looking for answers in all her life she
has always felt herself an outsider which the people
around her also made her feel she has never found her
place she has had the gut feeling that she does not
belong to this world lots of people consider her a
lunatic so they avoid her or cut off all contact with
her she has been tortured by dreams that happened in
previous ages hundreds of years ago as he grows up they
become more and more realistic which provoke more and
more intense feelings in her having grown up as an
orphan she does not know about her origins she knows
nothing about her past her doubts culminate when her
daughter reaches the age of ten because only then does
ren realize that her daughter is carrying similar
burdens both of their dreams are about the same thing
but from a different perspective they are involved as
different characters they experience each dream as if
it had happened to them earlier which makes it more and
more difficult for them to separate from reality ren s
senses become stronger however she has no idea how her
percieved reality will form a new shape soon she has
the gut feeling that something fateful is about to
happen to them which she cannot prevent in the meantime
at a faraway place in the universe planet nibiru is
struggling with serious problems as a result it has to
send a reconnaissance team the ruler of planet nibiru
is dying without a successor reconnoitrers have to seek
a possible chosen one who might be capable of filling
the ruler s position after several years of search they
detect an increasing signal which comes from earth and
which used to characterize the royal family the fate of



their lives and their future are in ren s and her
daughter s hand as they soon realize that they both
possess the abilities of the chosen one and also how
all this could have happened the lives of ren and her
daughter suddenly change 180 degrees when the
reconnoitrers of nibiru who have never been seen before
appear on the earth to take them to their planet
unfortunately the mission does not go smoothly because
the russian and the american armies also detected the
aliens arrival and they want to know at any cost why
the aliens came to the earth the pentagon sends a
military plane to hungary eastern europe where they
last detected the aliens presence scientists also
participate in the mission but their main goal is to
get what the aliens came for ren is assisted by three
scientists who are alien researchers but this is not
enough to leave the earth soon after leaving the earth
they are attacked by the mercenaries of nibirus ancient
enemy therefore ren and the reconnoitrers of nibiru are
bound to stay on the earth in order to repair the
spaceshuttle they have to penetrate into two secret
terrestrial bases which are in antarctica and new
mexico moreover these bases are not human controlled
they have to face an exciting and perilous journey
however in the meantime a several thousand years old
secret is revealed during their journey ren and her
daughter finally believe that they have a place in the
world they can get the answer to the questions where
they are from where they are going and what their
mission is the peaceful nation of nibiru the annunakis
find our heroine thus starts ren s fantastic and
irreversible metamorphosis which might happen to any of
us after plenty of excitement action and miraculous
events the heroines reach nibiru where they are warmly
welcomed and ren occupies her place as the new ruler of
nibiru the book is both exciting and entertaining and
is based on scientific information due to which a whole
new worl



Nibiru 101-01-01
discover the enigmatic world of sumerian mythology
unveil the secrets of the anunnaki gods embark on an
extraordinary journey through time and space with our
captivating book bundle sumerian mythology ancient
anunnaki gods from nibiru to earth delve deep into the
mystique of ancient civilizations cosmic connections
and the celestial beings who shaped the course of
humanity what s included in the bundle book 1 the
celestial enigma anunnaki s journey from nibiru to
sumerian civilization step into the cosmic realm of
nibiru and trace the captivating journey of the
anunnaki to the cradle of sumerian civilization uncover
the mysteries that shroud their arrival on earth and
their profound influence on the rise of an advanced
society book 2 echoes of eridu unraveling the anunnaki
influence in early human history explore the echoes of
the anunnaki s presence in the dawn of human existence
journey to the ancient city of eridu and witness their
lasting impact on human evolution from the birth of
agriculture to the enchanting tapestry of myths that
continue to resonate book 3 gateways of nibiru sumerian
mythology and the cosmic connections of the anunnaki
open the gates to the cosmic connections between nibiru
and earth decode the intricate tapestry of sumerian
beliefs as we unravel the messages and insights the
anunnaki imparted to humanity through symbolism and
cosmic interplay witness the profound link between the
divine and the mortal book 4 sumer s cosmic rulers
exploring anunnaki deities and their impact across
millennia embark on a sweeping exploration across ages
unveiling the enduring legacy of anunnaki deities in
human civilizations from ancient pantheons to modern
spirituality trace their influence that echoes not only
in religious practices but also in the foundations of
governance lineage and cosmic order why you should dive



into this bundle immerse yourself in the mysteries of
sumerian mythology where the celestial and earthly
realms converge shaping human culture and beliefs
explore the profound connections between nibiru the
anunnaki and our world unraveling cosmic secrets and
enduring truths witness the echoes of the anunnaki s
presence in myths rituals and the enduring threads of
human civilization discover the enduring power of these
ancient narratives as they transcend time to captivate
modern imaginations experience the cosmos through the
eyes of the anunnaki unearth the forgotten tales
decipher the cosmic symbols and traverse the epochs to
uncover the legacy of the anunnaki in our sumerian
mythology book bundle each volume holds a key to
unlocking the enigma of our past bridging the celestial
and earthly and resonating with the eternal questions
that have shaped human existence get your bundle today
and embark on a cosmic journey

Sumerian Mythology 2015-12-26
a group of young stargazers make almost by chance a
crucial yet disturbing astronomical discovery
immediately the world government takes action on the
matter but so do the powers that be the large space
mining corporations the still powerful mafia the
influential religious leaders the antiestablishment
activists all they come into play in a political
suspense drama in which everyone wants to win the grand
prize survive the threat that hangs over the earth
thousands of years ago in ancient babylon a legend
written on a clay tablet prophesied the advent of
nibiru a celestial body which would cause great
hardship for our planet in the not too distant future
mankind is rising from its ashes after an endless
succession of social health economic crises worldwide
standing up again in an unprecedented scientific



technological boom clean energy comprehensive recycling
bioengineering new materials space colonization
sustainable development fierce robotization the earth
had become a haven for the survivors but once again a
terrible event would jeopardize the future of our
species

The Timeline, The Tree, The True
Human History 2019-01-23
in the world today there is a luciferian occult
epistemological autocracy where ÒtruthÓ is allocated to
a few luciferian elite scientism priests there is a
self professed superiority amongst these hypnotized
pseudo academics drunk on blind ambition and hell bent
on creating a worldwide techno mystical technocracy in
their eyes they should be the supreme rulers over all
others in a sterile brave new world digitally
manipulated and controlled tyranny where any sane and
seasoned thinker would see inherent limitations to what
mankind can know and perceive there are no such
intrinsic limitations of empirical or epistemic
reasoning within this cult of the luciferian elite this
riveting book explains how this all happened why and
what the chilling conclusion will be for mankind as it
endures the one deception to rule them all

Nemesis 2015-01-20
the sumerian celestial object nibiru signified the
deity marduk the name is of akkadian origin and means
crossroads or transition point the vast majority of
babylonian literature relates it to jupiter in tablet 5
of the enuma elish the pole star at the time may have
been thuban or kochab ursa minor the term nibiru is
taken from 5 000 year old sumerian literature and
cuneiform tablets the sumerian civilization flourished



in the fertile regions between the euphrates and tigris
rivers in the southern area of modern day iraq its
cuneiform symbol was often a cross or a variety of
winged discs nibiru is often referred to as the planet
of the crossing in the reconstruction of tablet v of
the enuma elish by landsberger and kinnier wilson the
term pole star is rendered as ni bi ri it has several
variations such as ni bi ru and ni bi a na landsberger
and kinnier wilson think it alludes to a permanent
point in the skies since it is contrasted with the term
itebbiru which signifies who previously crossed tablet
v s referenced translation uses the phrase polar star
despite substantial evidence that neberu was a planet
in the late eras either jupiter or mercury according to
the authors remarks according to the discoveries of
ancient astronomers nibiru is an actual planet or brown
dwarf inside our solar system established scientific
organizations in astronomy and archaeology consider
these hypotheses pseudoscience or fringe science
according to sumerian cosmology the twelfth planet in
the solar system was nibiru which includes 10 planets
the sun and the moon the earth the asteroid belt and
the moon would have originated due to a catastrophic
collision between the planet and tiamat a planet
between mars and jupiter this was caused by a collision
between one of nibiru s host satellites and tiamat
which created significant rifts in the pacific ocean s
crust and left half a planet resembling modern pangea
our present notion of all continents as one land mass
it was previously believed that such massive celestial
bodies could not crash due to the magnetic field s
strength however the discovery of the orpheus theory
and the modeling of a collision between two earth sized
objects have breathed fresh life into this theory



One Deception to Rule Them All
2014-01-17
no doubt history is littered with theories and beliefs
that not only proved to be wrong in the end but also
costly as far as the human search for truth and
development is concerned the view that the earth was
the physical and the biological center of the universe
was one such failed theory one that cost many famous
scientists most of their lives and held back societies
everywhere for decades or hundreds of years behind what
is now considered a given truth in the current work
under consideration religion and evolution theories
come under scrutiny in light of recent scientific facts
that dispute their most important claims about the
origins of the species in the true story of human
evolutionary genesis elvis newman presents both
astounding facts and findings about the human genome as
well as paradigm shifting theories emanating from
zecharia sitchin s work around the sumerian clay
tablets

Lords of Nibiru in Mesopotamia
2017-11-02
crop circles hold the key to the notification system
communicated to us by our genetic creators the anunnaki
of nibiru 10th planet of the solar system see 2 nasa
press releases of 1987 telling of their return armed
with at least 2 ancient weapons of theirs depicted in
crop circles and known in the ancient world and
identifying all 12 of their names members of the
ancient ruling council known by the sumerians the first
human civilization end of days and new world order
anunnaki of nibiru are scheduled to descend in
worldwide mass landings on the date discovered by the



author encoded in the torah after which their
extermination program begins replacing humans with grey
human hybrids terms encoded in the torah to stop humans
from ruining the earths capacity to support life to
prevent the destruction of the anunnakis eridu their
home in the faraway revealed here are secrets hidden in
sacred text for over 3400 years secrets uncovered by
the author and published here for the first time

The True Story of Human Evolutionary
Genesis 2023-10-04
volume one collector s edition with full color images
in this entertaining and thought provoking journey into
the ancient and prehistoric human experience we will
uncover many lost and long hidden truths prepare to
discover criticize analyze and debunk commonly accepted
theories such as modern theologies human evolution the
black skinned anunnaqi extraterrestrials cryptozoology
all human genealogy kemetic history the african moors
freemasonry influences ancient sciences secret
technologies and so much more with hundreds of articles
original photos and research data to support the ideas
presented in this manuscript be ready to view the world
and the people on it with brand new eyes and
perspectives

End of Days 2014 to 2018, New World
Order by 2045 2000
mankind lives in an illusion of freedom unaware of
their true origins and purpose we didn t come directly
from apes as darwinians claim rather mankind is the
seventh version of a hybridization experiment run by
extraterrestrials to create a slave warrior race that
can also function as a source of genetic material to



advance our creators most of these races look humanoid
and were once the gods of our civilization who
descended from the skies in their fiery chariots and
guided humanity s first civilizations however over time
man was made to forget his origins as it was deemed
that him realizing that he wasn t free would interfere
with the program a few millennia pass and our cities
are buzzing with technology that came out of nowhere
shortly after ufo sightings began since the 1950s
people have reported lights in the sky alien encounters
and reports of government run secret space programs
using reverse engineered extraterrestrial technology in
the meantime our governments continue to lie about ufos
and extraterrestrials stating that they lack any
tangible evidence despite the incredible number of
eyewitnesses coming forward whose testimonies are
detailed and interconnecting unbeknownst to the public
there is a plan in place to wipe out the majority of
the world population and replace them with grey human
hybrids that were created with reproductive material
acquired through mass human abductions conducted by
grey aliens this plan will take place after a solar
flash event will raise the background frequency of our
planet and induce a pole shift that will trigger floods
and other catastrophes the shift in frequency will
result in the failure of all the electronics we have
come to depend on and it will render our race helpless
in this period of great human suffering the gods will
descend once again bearing gifts that will pacify our
situation provided we allow them to administer us the
question is will mankind wake up in time to avert their
fate this book is tailored to provide the serious
investigator a framework of understanding on the et and
paranormal phenomenon



New Age Bible of Mother Africa 2012
can darwinian evolution actually prove that we are
alone in the universe this book illustrates that
darwinian evolution is not an empirically predictable
or testable scientific paradigm also shows that ancient
artifacts on mars and the moon are evidence of game
wardens in our own solar system could the earth be a
controlled dna repository for the ongoing creation and
dissemination of life forms including humans the author
puts forth compelling evidence in this well researched
work

Project Mankind 2003-08
nick kalvane is being watched by a shadowy black ops
group who have an interest in abilities that nick is
blissfully unaware he possesses while on a solo trip to
the governmentally denied groom lake facility in the
nevada desert nick is abducted and comes to in a
strange room there he is visited by the man who
abducted him bill mcgraw who indoctrinates nick that an
extraterrestrial race from a planet that comes into
close orbit with earth every thirty six hundred years
combined their own dna with primitive man to create a
race of slaves known as human beings a civil war on
that planet halted the program but nibiru is set for
another near earth encounter and they aim to pick up
where they left off

Space Travelers and the Genesis of
the Human Form 2009
godschild covenant is set against a global tribulation
caused by the planet nibiru planet x in 2012 in the
midst of this maelstrom the dubious characters who ve



lurked in the shadows of anthony jarman s life now come
forward to propel the story at a breathtaking pace
likeable and gifted with psychic abilities anthony
enjoys political success until his enemies manage to
conscript him into the hopeless role of a releaser in
the midst of this dark passage destiny recasts his fate
when he meets tanya beautiful and dynamic but sad she
captures anthony s interest at first sight the
attraction is mutual but tanya cannot yield as easily
the loss of her family still pulls her soul towards
lonely tears away from her pressing need for a new
future as they struggle with their feelings the ghost
of an old love from anthony s past returns to bond them
together in the service of a desperate cause the
science behind godschild covenant godschild covenant
return of nibiru is rooted in a realistic catastrophe
scenario based on the impending flyby of a planet the
sumerians called nibiru the egyptians called it the
destroyer and the mayans warn us that this red comet
will return in 2012 in researching this book author
marshall masters a former science feature producer for
the cable news network first researched current solar
system observations and then compared those finding
with historical accounts in the ancient texts of the
egyptians and sumerians nibiru and the ancients founded
in the area of modern day iraq sumer is the oldest
known civilization and the sumerians wrote extensively
about nibiru according to their accounts it orbits our
sun every 3600 years reddish in color it is
approximately 5 times the size of earth further
parallels to these accounts are also found in ancient
egyptian and mayan records as well a similar object was
also documented in the egyptian texts of the bronzebook
this 3600 year old work was penned by egyptian
academics following the exodus they called it the
destroyer and say it caused the biblical disasters of
noah s flood and the ten plagues of exodus they also
warn that it will return in the near future the mayans



offered the same warning they called this object the
red comet and told us its return will mark the
beginning of the next mayan calendar on december 21
2012 like the egyptians they feared the natural
disasters caused by this object and kept a constant
vigil on the planet venus for any sign of its return
nibiru and 2012 today we not only observe venus but the
entire solar system as well and what we re seeing is
troubling for some in the last 75 years the effective
energy output of our sun has increased 0 4 causing the
most violent solar activity in recorded history
according to nasa the next solar cycle will reach its
maximum in 2012 and it will be stronger than the last
meanwhile as the global warming debate continues here
on earth astronomers have observed significant surface
warming on mars and pluto at levels that could cause an
extinction event here on earth additionally there is a
sharp increase in atmospheric perturbations and a host
of new x ray and radio emissions on the other planets
in our solar system as well

Conspiracy: Earth 2022-03-17
this book puts a future into perspective using texts
found in our history s ancient artifacts describing
extraterrestrial intervention i m sure you ve felt that
need to know more that feeling deep inside that
something is missing in your view of the world you re
not the only one people all over the globe are waking
up with that primal urge that every human has to want
to know more come with me edgar henrriquez on my
journey into our future and its history in this book
discover the facts kept from us for thousands of years
here you will find a researched logical and undeniable
explanation of our origins on earth and the role that
ancient sumeria and its gods had in shaping our place
today learn about the most important details regarding



our history on earth such as who really are our
ancestors the revelations of the dead sea scrolls
evidence of a twelfth planet ancient astronaut
involvement in the wonders of the world the greatest
cover up known to mankind and the possibility of our
creators returning lay aside your past beliefs
prejudice and fear learn your true origins and what
they mean for our future be your own master your own
teacher and join the enlightened few

Godschild Covenant 2018-01-12
2nd edition with black white images in this informative
entertaining and thought provoking journey into the
ancient and prehistoric human experience we will
uncover many lost and long hidden truths prepare to
discover criticize analyze and debunk commonly accepted
theories such as modern theologies human evolution the
black skinned anunnaqi extraterrestrials cryptozoology
all human genealogy kemetic history the black african
moors freemasonry influences ancient sciences secret
technologies and so much more with hundreds of articles
original photos illustrations and research data to
support the ideas presented in this manuscript you
should be ready to view the world and the people on it
with brand new eyes and perspectives

Alien End of Days in 2010, Their New
World Order by 2041 2013-11-01
in the first volume of his nonsense papers series james
w astrada explored the controversial discussion of
extraterrestrial influence on the human species and
planet earth now on the precipice of the digital age
humanity is evolving at an astonishing ratebut are we
evolving quickly enough to be entrusted with our
advances as we face the estimate that the human



population may swell to ten billion by 2050 we must
demand debate on how this finite planet can handle
humanitys uncontrolled growth this second installment
of astradas series continues to focus on humanitys
perilous journey to connect with the power cosmic and
abandon our primitive and ignorant beliefs of the
paranormal and the mystic it also looks at the origins
of humanity darwinism geo engineering the dangers
inherent as humans try to control the weather and more
the race is on for the individual to ascend this
reality we live in to finally reconnect with the
galactic families of sentient beings that await us if
we try to master our humanity and all of its obstacles
are we the greatest threat to our own existence are we
ready for contact from another world

Our Future and Its History 2011-04-07
over the last 30 years an outstanding author and
researcher named zecharia sitchin has written a total
of nine books which describe a race of ancient beings
who came to earth about 450 000 years ago these books
go into great detail about these beings and their
activities on earth sitchin s books are based on
ancient tablets found in mesopotamia the lands of the
garden of eden described in the bible the grandest
deception is a book that is based on sitchin s work and
the bible it describes how the ancient tablets and the
bible are related to current events the grandest
deception describes how the earth was created and how
mankind was created it also describes the conditions
that mankind will face during the new world order as
well as the fate of mankind if we continue down the
path that we are presently on



New Age Bible of Mother Africa
2010-01-24
ever since the serendipitous discovery of planet uranus
in 1871 astronomers have been hunting for new worlds in
the outer regions of our solar system this exciting and
ongoing quest culminated recently in the discovery of
hundreds of ice dwarfs in the kuiper belt robbed pluto
from its planet status and led to a better
understanding of the origin of the solar system this
timely book reads like a scientific who done it going
from the heights of discovery to the depths of
disappointment in the hunt for planet x based on many
personal interviews with astronomers the well known
science writer govert schilling introduces the heroes
in the race to be the first in finding another world
bigger than pluto

The “Nonsense” Papers 2013-08-30
we all have our own beliefs on the various theories of
mankinds origin and most of us have chosen one theory
over the other but what if we didn t have to choose
what if there was a way to reconcile the many different
ideas of creation evolution and the history of mankind
what if everyone was right kind of

The Grandest Deception 2012-10-26
this book develops new science of gravity and light
based on the century old le sage theory of an ether
that was replaced by einsteins theory of relativity
after presenting astrophysical data contradicting the
theory that the universe is expanding from a big bang
experiments believed to prove relativity are shown to
actually prove the ether theory instead freedom from



the speed limit of light enables a science of subatomic
particles traveling faster than light to produce
gravity electric and magnetic fields light and radio
waves major technical innovations include solving the
two fundamental problems with the le sage gravity
theory and extending this theory to electromagnetism
and consciousness this is a theory of everything that
explains the heretofore unknown causes of the forces of
nature this book builds on the works of zecharia
sitchin and other authors to explain how life developed
on earth and that evolution requires direction from
intelligence that dwells in the subatomic particles on
which this theory of gravity and light is based our
biblical god is shown to be a composite of sitchins
extraterrestrial gods who colonized earth and the
intelligence that dwells alongside our own mind in the
particles from which the universe is constructed and
powered

Nononibiru Diabolicum, No Longer
2009-05
anne brewer a corporate marketing consultant was
stunned when she began receiving telepathic messages
from a group of friendly non physical beings sent to
help raise the consciousness of earth according to
these beings in eons past humans were created with only
two active strands of dna which limited our
evolutionary potential and inhibited the ability to
ascend or function as spirit in physical form they
taught her a process called 12 strand dna recoding that
she has shared with thousands in her book the power of
twelve a new approach to empowerment through 12 strand
dna consciousness anne s remarkable true story of her
dna recoding is of great assistance to all of us who
desire to achieve our full potential her transformative
process includes powerful channeled instruction and



holistic balancing modalities to quicken manifestations
and clear the path to love the power of the 12 strand
dna energy is illustrated through anne s examples of
how she obtained greater heath wealth and happiness in
her own life this power will increase your energy
vibration which enables you to operate at a greater
potential increase your psychic abilities release
debilitating emotions of fear and guilt quicken your
skills for manifesting and enable you ultimately to
ascend from the earth realm to the next phase of your
soul growth

The Hunt for Planet X 2013-11-14
next thirteen years started with the question of how
the mayan calendar date of 21 december 2012 might be
connected to christian apocalyptic expectations for the
end of this age a certain amount of paranoia was no
doubt produced by the unexpected destruction of much of
my hometown christchurch through a number of
earthquakes that struck throughout 2011 during the year
of the super moon the 2011 japan tsunami came soon
after and these disasters seemed to be leading into
2012 when nasa was also anticipating dangerous solar
flares many thought the government knew something that
the rest of us did not and wild speculation broke out
on youtube from 2011 onwards fed by the massive
underground bunker building programs and the arming of
fema camps all across the united states huge stock
piling of food in these bunkers throughout 2013 is not
helping to calm public nerves financial prognosticators
have also foreseen an imminent collapse and the picture
being drawn is almost apocalyptic expressing a
readiness for cosmic disaster or war on american soil
my own beliefs anticipate critical events from 2026 to
2030 which is when i think the final great antichrist
will be upon us who will appear with the overthrow of



jerusalem the thirteen year gap from 2013 to 2026 is of
the right length to suggest the next thirteen years
could be the period of apostasia rebellion that paul
speaks of as preceding this great man of sin whom
christ must destroy at his return what governments are
doing now can easily be read as preparation for the
collapse of society perhaps with the aim of building a
new world order from the ashes ruling over whoever is
fortunate enough to survive what is about to come plans
to cull population may also be brought to fruition in
this great set of events about to take place upon the
earth in setting the plan of the elitists alongside
what i think will transpire from 2026 onwards i lay
before the reader what i think the next thirteen years
may hold for us

God of the Gods 2009-03-27
an encyclopedic compendium of the myths and actual
events from humanity s ancient civilizations that
reveal the influence of visitors from the 12th planet
the anunnaki offers easy access to the myriad
characters and subjects covered by the seven books of
the earth chronicles series provides alphabetical
listings to the terminology of ancient civilizations
concerning their gods kings cultures and religions
contains detailed summations commentaries and
instructions for locating topics within all the author
s books the earth chronicles series a historical and
archaeological adventure into the origins of mankind
and planet earth began with the publication of the
bestselling the 12th planet the series is based on the
premise that the myths from the world s earliest
civilizations were in fact recollections of actual
events and that the gods of ancient peoples were
visitors to earth from another planet the anunnaki
inhabitants of the 12th planet the series books include



the 12th planet the stairway to heaven the wars of gods
and men the lost realms when time began the cosmic code
and the end of days all products of the author s
unmatched study of the ancient records of sumer
babylonia assyria israel and egypt and the
civilizations of pre columbian america unearthing the
hidden history of earth and mankind the series uses the
past to unveil the meaning of the prophesied future
zecharia sitchin has created an encyclopedic compendium
of the key figures sites concepts and beliefs to
provide a unique navigational tool through this entire
opus entries are coded to indicate at a glance their
cultural origin and contain summations commentaries and
guidance for locating the topics within all of his
books including genesis revisited divine encounters the
lost book of enki the earth chronicles expeditions and
journeys to the mythical past

Path To Awakening 2020-06-13
there are undoubtedly close relations between the
abrahamic religions where christianity is recognized as
an extension of judaism just as islam recognized as an
extension of both and that the prophet muhammad is the
last of the prophets and messengers the question is
what was before judaism zecharia sitchin answered this
question and explained the extent of similarity between
what was mentioned by judaism and what was discovered
in the sumerian land starting from the landing of human
like creatures on the surface of the earth called the
anunnaki and their creation of the first human being on
earth at that time which led to the creation of the
current man however no one mentioned the extent of the
relationship between the anunnaki and the last
abrahamic religions which is islam the anunnaki
explained how the universe originated in the scripts of
mesopotamia the texts described the creation of our



solar system stage after stage then the emergence of a
reckless planet from outer space called nibiru or
marduk that was gradually drawn into our solar system
which led to a collision between it and an ancient
member of the sun family tiamat the ensuing celestial
battle between the invader marduk and the ancient
planet destroyed tiamat half of it was cut into pieces
and became a hammered bracelet the other half turned
into a new orbit and became the current planet earth
with which the moon was attracted the invader took off
in space despite being drawn to the center of our solar
system and was slowed down by the collision and it now
represents the twelfth member of our solar system it is
clear how this changed our sky and gave our solar
system its present form created the earth and
everything on it that included the human race according
to the original sumerian texts it was nibiru who came
from another part of the universe who brought the seed
of life and transported it to earth during the
collision and life continued on earth and proceeded in
a continued evolution until the anunnaki invaded the
planet and they needed to accelerate the development of
the beings on earth at that time which was the primary
human homo erectus this led to the creation of the
thinking human the present human being the events
continued until the delogue occurred after that divine
religions abrahamic religions appeared and the seal of
these religions is islam this book discusses the extent
of congruence symmetry and harmony between what islam
said and what was reported by the anunnaki who came
from space and their system civilization and
development and how it affected the events and stories
narrated by islam

Uncommon Knowledge 2012
giants and gods is an in depth exploration of two



fascinating and mysterious groups of beings that have
captured the imagination of people for millennia the
biblical nephilim and the apkallu deities of
mesopotamia this book delves into the history and
mythology surrounding these figures and examines their
significance within both biblical and mesopotamian
narratives in the bible the nephilim are described as
the offspring of angels and human women and are
believed to have been a race of giants who lived before
the great flood the apkallu on the other hand were a
group of seven divine beings in mesopotamian mythology
who were said to have been sent to earth by the god
enki to bring civilization to humanity throughout the
book we explore the fascinating similarities and
differences between these two groups examining the
religious and cultural context in which they emerged
and the ways in which they have been interpreted over
time we examine the biblical narrative of the nephilim
in detail including their origins their role in the
great flood and their continued presence in jewish and
christian tradition we also delve into the rich history
and mythology surrounding the apkallu deities examining
their importance within the broader context of
mesopotamian religion and culture we explore the
various texts and artifacts that reference the apkallu
and examine the ways in which they have been depicted
in art and literature overall giants and gods offers a
fascinating journey through the ancient world exploring
the intersection of religion mythology and history
through the lens of two mysterious and intriguing
groups of beings whether you are a scholar of ancient
history and religion or simply someone with a deep
interest in these fascinating figures this book is sure
to provide a wealth of insight and knowledge



The Power of Twelve 2015-05-28
the idea that the earth is hollow has inspired both the
world of science and the world of fiction as a
scientific concept this notion has informed the works
of edmond halley and leonhard euler as a literary
conceit it can be found in the works of dante and e a
poe in novels by jules verne arno schmidt thomas
pynchon and mark z danielewski and in comics films and
computer games this collection addresses both the
scientific and the aesthetic aspects of the hollow
earth with essays that range from medieval literature
to afrofuturism series n 1 work science medium vol 5

The Next Thirteen Years 1992-06-01
a very personal relationship takes the approach of a
moving finger that returns not to rewrite but to reread
and interpret biblical writings in the context of
modern knowledge and science it also considers science
to be the tool given mankind by which things unknown
will be made known and things hidden will be revealed
our sun is 26000 light years away from the center of
the milky way galaxy and the relative sizes of the
planets of our solar system puts earth into perspective
and magnifies the power of the originator god this
controversial work discusses god as a duality
responsible for all things on earth in accordance with
permissive will and persuasive will justified by the
writings in genesis there are other works that discuss
god as a duality and or non duality but this book
justifies the claim of god as a duality from writings
in the biblical record king james official version in
the books of genesis and in isaiah 45 5 9 my own
conclusion is that it had to be god who planted the
tree of knowledge of good and evil in the garden of
eden said the author



The Earth Chronicles Handbook
2013-10-16
the earth chronicles series in six voumes deals with
the history and prehistory of earth and humankind each
book in the series based upon information written on
clay tablets by the ancient civilizations of the near
east records the fantastic and real battles that
occurred between the original creator gods over control
of planet earth asserting the premise that mythology is
not fanciful but the repository of ancient memories the
earth chronicles series suggests that the bible ought
to be read literally as a historic scientific document
and that ancient civilizations older and greater than
assumed were the product of knowledge brought to earth
by the anunnaki those who from heaven to earth came the
12th planet the first book of the series presents
ancient evidence for the existence of an additional
planet in the solar system the home planet of the
anunnaki in confirmation of this evidence recent data
from unmanned spacecraft has led astronomers to
actively search for what is being called planet x the
subsequent volume the stairway to heaven traces man s
unending search for immortality to a spaceport in the
sinai peninsula and to the giza pyramids which had
served as landing beacons for it refuting the notion
that these pyramids were built by human pharaohs
recently records by an eye witness to a forgery of an
inscription by the pharaoh khufu inside the great
pyramid corroborated the book s conclusions in the wars
of gods and men the third volume of his series zacharia
sitchin recounts events closer to our times concluding
that the sinai spaceport was destroyed 4 000 years ago
with nuclear weapons photographs of earth from space
clearly show evidence of such an explosion the wars of
gods and men additionally embraces canaanite hittite
and hindu sources to include in these investigations



the incidents of the great flood the tower of babel and
the upheaval of sodom and gomorrah sitchin s unique
reexamination of ancient mysteries explains these past
cataclysmic events in the history of humanity opening
insights into our future

The Universe from Annunaki to Islam
2018-01-30
published by times square press timessquarepress com
author s website maximilliendelafayettebibliography
coman authoritative book of the history of the anunnaki
religion names roles of gods who created man from clay
as well as spirits and demons a powerful book which
explains in simple english how early humans final types
of humans were created genetically by the anunnaki some
65 000 years ago in mesopotamia the book is solely
based upon the sumerian akkadian assyrian tablets
archaeology history anunnaki ulema literature and
linguistic sources from babylon uruk ur eridu and other
ancient mesopotamian cities in this academic
informative and entertaining book there is no room for
false bogus translations and ridiculous interpretations
of the history of the anunaki sumero akkadian assyrian
tablets and fabrication of stories about planets and
stars which do not exist and childish tales of
expeditions of ancient aliens and anunnaki who came to
earth to mine gold

Gods and Giants 2000
this is a science education book that discloses the age
and the origins of the human civilization it reveals
the most mysterious and the most unknowable aliens
visiting the ancient earth and their amazing genetic
experiments which they carried out here based on
multiple evidences the author describes the significant



difference between celestials and ordinary earth humans
in every detail and possible reasons to have the humans
destroyed with the flood are also listed

Between Science and Fiction
2015-10-01
for thousands of years on our planet humanity has been
involved in a symbiotic relationship with plants not
only have plants supplied mankind with a never ending
food source the necessary nourishment for our bodies
and life itself but they have also served us in another
way an extremely important and intricate one yet an
often overlooked one this book uncovers the natural
link between man consciousness and god

A Very Personal Relationship
lisa is an author with no clue as to the clandestine
secrets held by her family throughout the universe her
family is known as the dynasty magickal since the
beginning of time and the bearers of a heavenly
bloodline soon lisa will have her predestined spiritual
awakening but there are those who hope to thwart her
first abaddon the king of hell will stop lisa from
reaching her full potential at any cost all lisa must
do to destroy him and his followers is locate the key
to unlock an ancient prophecy in order to get the key
before lisa abaddon enlists the help of fallen angels
and demons perhaps he can even use lisa s earthly
family against her and cease her progress toward
enlightenment soon satan gets involved in the fray and
lisa finds herself under attack from demons and the
devil as he takes human form and confronts lisa during
the magickian festival where she promotes her new novel
it will take the dynasty to save lisa and they are
willing to descend from heaven to do so with guidance



from her family and god lisa will get the chance to
embrace her supernatural fate but first she must fight
for her life

The Wars of Gods and Men

10th Edition. Anunnaki Genetic
Creation of the Human Races, Gods,
Angels, Demons and Spirits.

Mistake of Gods. Warning against
experiments with human genome

Mushrooms and Mankind

ASIL Chronicles
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